
Pinnacle Utilities - System Clean Up               
Quick and persistent views of control and search functions 
In addition to the core Pinnacle applications, Sielox has 
developed unique applications that are launched independently 
and provide quick or persistent views of control and search 
functions. The library of Utilities include: Event Link, Counter/N-
Man (Control and Occupancy), Door Icon, System Cleanup, Ping 
and Report Scheduler. These Utilities are included with a current 

Pinnacle license.

System Clean Up – provides quick system answers for 
administrators, allows for cleanup of things that may have been 
forgotten or overlooked like expired cardholders, duplicate 
access levels, inactive cardholders, etc 
 
Logging into System Cleanup 
 
Select Start Menu> (scroll to and click on)  
Pinnacle> System Cleanup  
Note: Only the default ‘admin’ account can log into System 
Cleanup.

There are 8 items/tests/actions that can be selected from the 
drop-down list:

Unused Access Levels 
A list of Access Levels that are not assigned to any Cardholders. 

Duplicate Access Levels 
A list of Access Levels that have the same readers and time 
zones assigned. 

Past-due Holidays 
A list of Holidays that have passed for the present year.

Inactive Cardholders 
A list of Cardholders that are not active. The Active checkbox on 
the Cardholder General tab is unchecked.

Expired Cardholders 
A list of Cardholders whose Expiration Date on the General tab 
is past. 

Cardholders with no Cards issued 
A list of Cardholders that have no cards assigned to them. 

Cardholders with no Access Levels assigned 
A list of Cardholders with no Access Levels assigned. 

Cardholders who have not used their card for the last… 
A list of Cardholders who have not used their card for the last 
day(s), month(s), or year(s).

 
About Sielox  
Sielox Layered Security Systems provide a smart way to protect people, property and assets with the highest levels of performance, reliability and cost-efficiency. 
Since 1979, Sielox has built its expertise working with integration partners and end-users in all types of facilities. Our “Made in USA” lockdown solutions include the 
AnyWare Browser-Based Access Control Solution, CLASS Crisis Lockdown Alert Status System, 2700 Intelligent Controller and Pinnacle Advanced Access Control 
Software integrated with leading manufacturer wireless locks.
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